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Abstract—Cloud systems include both locally based servers at user premises and remote servers and multiple Clouds that can be reached over the Internet. This paper describes a smart distributed system that combines local and remote Cloud facilities. It operates with a task allocation system that takes decisions to allocate tasks dynamically to the service that offers the best overall Quality of Service and a routing overlay which optimizes network delay for data transfer between clouds. Experimental results are conducted at the global intercontinental level, both to collect data for decision making and to illustrate the effectiveness of our approach.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Cloud computing enables the consolidation of an increasing number of applications from the general public or enterprise users which generate diverse sets of workloads in terms of resource demands and performance requirements [1]. For example:

- Web requests usually demand fast response and produce loads that may vary significantly over time [2];
- Scientific applications are commonly computation intensive and might undergo several phases with varied workload profiles [3];
- MapReduce jobs consist of different tasks of various sizes and resource requirements [2], [4].

Moreover, the heterogeneity in the hardware configuration of physical servers or virtual machines in terms of the specific speeds and capacities of the processor, memory, storage, and networking subsystems further complicates the matching of applications to available machines.

Therefore, it is really challenging for Cloud service providers to dispatch incoming tasks to servers with the assurance of the quality and reliability of the job execution required by end users while also improving efficiency in the usage of resources.

Furthermore, the wide-spread usage of IP networks allows large-scale Cloud providers such as Amazon EC2[5], Microsoft Windows Azure[6] and Google Compute Engine[7] to build Cloud infrastructures at a global scale which facilitates the deployment of applications spanning multiple regions around the world for improving reliability and provisioning services with lower latency and a better experience for the end users. This enables service providers to distribute workloads across multiple Clouds for balancing load and offering better Quality of Service (QoS) to all the requests it receives. The selection of a Cloud for an end user also relies on other considerations such as security, cost, and energy consumption. For example, cloud bursting is “an application deployment model in which an application runs in a private cloud (on local servers) and bursts into a public cloud when the demand for capacity spikes”[8].

Using the Internet as the network medium between Cloud regions is the default choice offered by many Cloud providers. It is known that the routes set up by IP do not necessarily result in the best performance [9], and that IP connections may have lower reliability than other paths [10], [11], [12], [13]. The Cloud processing latency is affected by workload distribution inside the Cloud; this not always easy to assess due to the heterogeneity in both workload and machine hardware, and the dynamic changes of load conditions over time. Much research on the solutions to these issues require sophisticated optimisation algorithms with relatively high computational complexity [14], [15], [16], [17]. Some approaches are also based on substantial performance measurements resulting in traffic overhead [18], [19], [20], [21], [22] and potential overhead in the Cloud. Such approaches can be difficult to put into practice due to scalability problems for large systems and the need for computational efficiency when one must make real-time and on-line decisions.

A. Approach of the current paper

In recent work [23] we have examined how a task allocation platform (TAP) that is internal to a Cloud can be used to dynamically make task allocation decisions to optimise QoS, and have suggested both model based and learning based approaches. In other recent work [24] we have shown that a limited amount of re-routing over an overlay network using a measurement and big data approach can substantially average end-to-end delay for internet traffic and also reduce the perceived packet loss.

Here we combine these two ideas. In this paper we focus on the QoS that tasks receive, in particular the overall response time which is determined by the network latency to access, forward data and programs, retrieve results and data, and which includes the local or remote Cloud processing delay. In particular, we propose a practical system for adaptive workload distribution across multiple Clouds over wide area networks. The system includes a TAP deployed in each Cloud that optimises user perceived QoS and exploits the routing

In this approach, user’s requests are routed to a designated local Cloud, which may well be the geographically closest one, provided that it has enough available capacity to handle the request. When the workload at the local Cloud increases, the TAP at the local Cloud can decide to forward requests to remote Clouds. In the process, TAP will consider the effect of both the data transfer delay and Cloud processing delay, each being weighted for their relative importance. The estimate of data transfer delay used in our system also takes into account the measured packet loss which will result in extra network delay for applications that use TCP for data transmission.

In order to optimise Cloud delay and network latency, our approach is meant to be easily deployable over a large population of machines, and it should be able to make fast online decisions resulting in good quality of service (QoS) with low computational overhead. Although it requires measurement and monitoring both of network characteristics and of local and remote Cloud delays, we limit the frequency and overhead related to the monitoring effort, and also limit the computational complexity of decision making using reinforcement learning [25].

We therefore propose an approach, applied both in TAP and to the routing overlay, which uses Reinforcement Learning [25] with the random neural network [26], [27], [28], [29] to make fast, judicious and efficient decisions based on the knowledge learned from the past observations, while adapting to changes in workload and on-going performance of the Cloud environment. Our approach benefits from limited measurement overhead as it probes the performance of subsystems which provide better QoS, while still exploring less frequently a wider range of alternative systems that can in the future prove to provide improved QoS if the current set of frequently used subsystems result in poor QoS.

Experiments were conducted on a real large scale system operating on the Internet at a global scale and we empirically evaluate the potential of our proposed algorithms when there is great diversity both in the types of jobs, the class of QoS criteria and the resources they request. The experimental results that we obtain, validate the adaptiveness and effectiveness of our proposed system for dynamic environments.

II. Learning using Random Neural Network

In this section, we present the algorithm designed for making optimized routing decisions used both in TAP and the routing overlay. A Random Neural Network (RNN) comprises $N$ fully connected neurons [29], where each neuron $i$ ($i = 1, 2, ..., N$) is characterised by an integer $k_i(\tau) \geq 0$ which is its “level of excitation”, $\tau$ represents time. A neuron fires at time $\tau$, if $k_i(\tau) > 0$. Each neuron can receive positive and negative signals (spikes) either from other neurons or from the outside world, which increase or decrease the $k_i$ of the receiving neuron. It has been proved [27], [30] that, at the equilibrium state, the probabilities:

$$q_i = \lim_{\tau \to \infty} \text{Prob}[k_i(\tau) > 0],$$

are uniquely obtained from the expression:

$$q_i = \frac{\Lambda(i) + \sum_{j=1}^{N} q_j w^+(j, i)}{r(i) + \lambda(i) + \sum_{j=1}^{N} q_j w^-(j, i)},$$

where the $w^+(j, i)$ and $w^-(j, i)$ are the excitatory and inhibitory weights from neuron $j$ to neuron $i$ ($w^+(i, i) = w^-(i, i) = 0$), and $\Lambda(i)$ and $\lambda(i)$ are the inputs of external excitatory and inhibitory signals to neuron $i$, while the firing rate at a neuron:

$$r(i) = \sum_{j=1}^{N} [w^+(i, j) + w^-(i, j)]$$

In TAP, a distinct RNN corresponds to a job class which has a distinct goal function $G$ defined based on user desired QoS. Each neuron of a RNN corresponds to the choice of a machine in a cluster for accommodating jobs.

A given RNN is initialised by setting all the inter-neuron weights $w^+(i, j) = w^-(i, j) = 1/2(N - 1)$, so that $r(i) = 1$ for all $i$, and $\Lambda(i) = 0.25 + 0.5\lambda(i)$. In particular we can choose $\lambda(i) = 0$ so that all $\Lambda(i) = 0.25$. This of course results in $q_i = 0.5$ for all $i$. Then, the value of $q_i$ is changed using (2) with the successive updates of the weights based on the measured value of the goal function.

Suppose TAP receives a value $G_i$ of the goal function that was measured at time $t$ at host $i$, the inverse of the goal function is defined as the reward $R_i^t = 1/G_i$. The RNN weights are updated as follows:

- We first update a decision threshold $T$ as

$$T \leftarrow \alpha T + (1 - \alpha)R_i^t,$$

where $0 < \alpha < 1$ is a parameter used to vary the relative importance between “past history” and the most recent measurement.

- Then, if $R_i^t > T$, it is considered that the previous decision made by the RNN was successful and the weights are updated as follows:

$$w^+(j, i) \leftarrow w^+(j, i) + R_i^t,$$

$$w^-(j, k) \leftarrow w^-(j, k) + R_i^t/(N - 2), \text{ if } k \neq i$$

- else if $R_i^t < T$

$$w^+(j, k) \leftarrow w^+(j, k) + R_i^t/(N - 2), \text{ if } k \neq i$$

$$w^-(j, i) \leftarrow w^-(i, j) + R_i^t.$$
at each successive time slot, and measures the sum of edge delays in the probed paths. The algorithm then selects the minimum latency path among those it has probed.

III. TASK ALLOCATION PLATFORM FOR A SINGLE CLOUD

In our early work[23], we developed a practical Task Allocation Platform (TAP), which is a Linux based portable software module and can be easily installed on a machine with Linux OS, to accommodate the distinct static or dynamic allocation algorithms and perform online measurement. To use TAP, users only need to declare QoS goals such as fastest job execution or optimising cloud provider’s profit while maintaining service level agreements (SLAs). TAP accepts these directions and carries out constant monitoring and measurement in order to keep awareness of the state of cloud environment and service performance related to the QoS goals. With the knowledge learned from these observations, the task allocation algorithms hosted in the TAP make online decisions to achieve the best possible QoS requested by users, while adapting to conditions that vary over time.

The TAP (as shown in Figure 3) has a centralized controller accommodating the online task allocation algorithms and running on a dedicated host. It penetrates into the cloud infrastructure by embedding measurement agents into each machine to conduct self-observation that are relevant to the required QoS.

We conducted experiments to evaluate the adaptiveness and effectiveness of our proposed approach using the RNN-based algorithm described in section II and the sensible algorithm which is also an on-line and adaptive strategy which direct a incoming job to a host with the probability which is inversely proportional to the value of a goal function updated by the most recent measurement.

Experiments were conducted on a multiple host test-bed including three hosts for processing jobs. The choice of the test-bed in the small scale is in that we can easily vary the load of the system by varying arrival rates of tasks.

Actually, TAP is scalable because it only makes a limited measurement effort by focusing on the monitoring of better performed servers, and it explores the other machines with lower probability (e.g. 10%). The job used in the first set of experiments is a “prime number generator” which is deployed in advance on the host, thereby generating I/O bound workload on the web server, such as Apache 2 HTTP server, thereby generating I/O bound workload on the web server without much CPU consumption.

We introduce a background load which stresses I/O distinctly on each host, resulting in relative processing speeds of 6 : 2 : 1 with respect to I/O bound services, while a background load which stresses CPU differently, resulting in the relative processing speed of 2 : 3 : 6 for the CPU bound services.

To investigate the potential of our proposed algorithms when there is greater diversity both in the types of jobs, the class of QoS criteria and the resources they request, we introduce a web browsing workload generated using HTTPPerf which is a web server performance tool. It originates HTTP requests which retrieve files from web server, such as Apache 2 HTTP server, thereby generating I/O bound workload on the web server.

The results in Figure 2 show that the RNN based algorithm performs particularly better due to its potential to make more accurate decisions (compared with Sensible) which direct I/O bound tasks to the hosts which provide better I/O capacity and transfer CPU intensive tasks to the hosts with higher processing speed. In the experiments, we also reduced the background load in terms of both CPU and I/O stress on the Host 2 to the lowest level as compared with the Hosts 1, 3. The RNN based algorithm was found to be able to detect the load changes and dispatch the majority of subsequent tasks of both classes to Host2, which also shows the host
which consists of the data transfer latency (denoted by $L_j$) which is related to the viability or health state of the cloud. Hence, a goal function for the decision can be presented as,

$$D^j_{job} = aD^j_i + bD^j_e$$  \hspace{1cm} (5)

where $a$ and $b$ are the relative importance being placed on the data transfer latency on network connections and the processing delay inside the cloud. It should be noted that the data transfer latency for the local cloud, though not zero, may be negligible. We assume that each cloud will report its health state regularly, including the response time within the cloud. In the following section, we present the approaches we used to predict the data transfer latency via measuring the network delay on the connections to all the external clouds. This of course is easier said than done because it depends on the nature of the transfers and on the other traffic in the connections.

### A. Data transfer delay estimation

To simplify matters, we measure the round-trip delay (denoted by $T^j_p(t)$ for the j-th cloud at time $t$) and the packet loss (denoted by $L^j(t)$) on each connection via pinging every a certain time interval (e.g. 1 second) thereby obtaining the network delay. A weighted average of the measurements for the round-trip delay is used as

$$T^j_p = \alpha T^j_p + (1 - \alpha)T^j_p(t)$$  \hspace{1cm} (6)

where $0 < \alpha < 1$ is a parameter which reflects the relative importance between the past values and the most recent measurement.

The packet loss needs to be considered because some applications (e.g. HTTP requests) utilize TCP to transfer the data and require retransmissions for the lost packets, which results in extra delay. The loss is measured as follows:

$$L^j(t + 1) = \frac{\alpha T^j L^j(t) + (1 - \alpha)T^j loss on the t-th ping)}{t + 1}$$  \hspace{1cm} (7)
It should be noted that there is a loss on the connection to the j-th cloud if the pinging delay at the j-th cloud $T^j_p$ is larger than some fixed value $T_{timeout}$.

Therefore, the network delay on the connection to the j-th cloud considering packet loss can be expressed as

$$D^j_p = L^j(D^j_p + T^j_p) + (1 - L^j)T^j_p$$

where $D^j_p$ appears on both sides of eq. (8) because the retransmission of a lost packet might on the average surfer the same network delay $D^j_p$.

Therefore, we finally get

$$D^j_p = \frac{T^j_p}{1 - L^j}$$

(9)

The data transfer time of a request to a remote cloud and its response traveling back to the local cloud can be approximated using the corresponding network delay which is obtained from the ongoing measurements on the same connection:

$$D^i_n = \frac{S}{M}D^i_p = \frac{ST^i_p}{M(1 - L^i)}$$

(10)

where $M$ is the maximum packet size (bytes), and $S$ is the total data size (bytes).

Upon the arrival of each job at TAP, the allocation decision is made using the simple greedy algorithm which selects the cloud offering the minimal response time.

$$\arg\min_j (a\frac{ST^j_p}{M(1 - L^j)} + bD^j_e)$$

(11)

B. Routing Overlay for Improving Data Transfer Performance

To improve data transfer performance on the connections between a local cloud and remote clouds, we propose a routing overlay, “SMART”[24], which is a self-healing, self-optimizing and highly scalable routing overlay that accepts customized routing policies formulated by distributed applications according to their own needs. It can be widely deployed over a sizable population of routers.

The overlay we designed is based on a set of proxies (Figure 3) installed at different Cloud servers, or they may be in other servers across the network, it operates by monitoring the quality of Internet paths (latency, bandwidth, loss rate) between overlay nodes and rerouting packets along an alternate path when the primary becomes unavailable or suffers from congestion, while the flow of packets between proxies travels in conventional IP mode.

The routing decisions are made on-line at each proxy of the overlay network based on adaptive learning techniques using the random neural network (RNN). By using this algorithm, probing does not cover all possible paths but only a few paths which have been observed in previous probing steps to provide low overall forwarding delay for packets, so that it uses a limited monitoring effort but achieves asymptotically the same average (per round) end-to-end latency as the best path. Therefore, it can be widely deployed over a sizable population of routers.

C. Experimental results

To validate our proposed system, we built an experimental system at the global intercontinental level which includes the local cloud in the test-bed of Imperial College London and the three remote clouds located in Ireland, Virginia and Singapore provided by Amazon AWS.

The web requests are originated using Httperf for retrieving a file of size 128K from the web servers, which generates I/O bound workload on the web servers. In the local cloud, the TAP is deployed for optimizing the web request allocation across the three web servers with distinct I/O capacity. In the remote clouds, there are other web servers deployed for load balancing. Between the local and remote clouds, the routing overlay–SMART–is used for routing the web requests and responses with the optimized network delay.

The measurement of the network delay on the connections to all the remote clouds is carried out every one second and the average response time for the Httperf requests inside each cloud is also reported every one second. As shown in Figure 4, the network connection to the cloud located in Ireland has the lowest network delay because this cloud is closer to the local cloud in London than the others, and the traffic on the connection appears to be low.
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Fig. 4. The weighted average network delay over time on the connections to the three remote clouds; it is derived from the measurement of the round-trip delay and loss via pinging.

The web browser requests were originated from a client inside the local cloud at the rate of 0.5 requests per second. We varied the background workloads, which consume I/O capacity on the web servers in the local cloud over time in order to observe whether our TAP is able to adapt to the changing load conditions. Therefore, the local cloud is loaded lightly, modestly, heavily and finally lightly during 200 seconds for each of these successive conditions.

As shown in Figure 5, the incoming web requests were
dispatched to the local cloud when it was under light and modest load conditions. Our autonomic TAP learned the optimal request allocation based on the online measurement and directed the requests to the web server which provided the fastest response. As the workload in the local cloud increased to a certain high level which resulted in a response time that was significantly greater than that of one of the remote clouds (including network delays), the TAP selected the remote cloud for the subsequent web requests until it detected that the local clouds time had dropped significantly due to the offloading of workload from background tasks.

The improvement of network performance achieved using our overlay network is shown in Figures 6 and 7. We deployed our overlay network across Europe, Asia, North and South America, and Australia using 19 overlay nodes. The RTT observed between Japan and Chile using the direct IP route was roughly 400 ms, whereas the RTT of the minimum latency path obtained with our overlay based adaptive routing was approximately 250 ms.

As can be seen, the RNN-based overlay routing algorithm learns very quickly which path has the minimum latency path, and tracks it throughout the 5-day experiment. Similarly, the available throughput between Sydney (Australia) and Virginia (USA) using the direct IP route was 8.5 Mbps, whereas the average throughput of the optimal path turned out to be 55.3 Mbps.

V. CONCLUSIONS

This paper proposes a practical system for adaptive workload distribution across multiple clouds over wide area networks. It uses a Random Neural Network (RNN) based adaptive learning algorithm with Reinforcement Learning to optimize the cloud processing and network delay to adaptively distribute workload based on both cloud delay and data transfer latency which is estimated using network delay.

Experiments conducted on a real large scale system operating across the Internet at a global scale validate the adaptiveness and effectiveness of our proposed system in dynamic environments. In future work, we will also take into account the energy consumption of jobs to take decisions for load distribution among local and remote Clouds.
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